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Léachtaí agus Cláir Fhaisnéise Gaeilge
2.00in Dé Sathairn agus Dé Domhnaigh, 26ú agus 27ú Iúil
2.00in Dé Sathairn agus Dé Domhnaigh, 2ú agus 3ú Lúnasa

Exhibition
11.00am - 6.00pm 25th July - 7th September

Lectures and films
2.00pm Saturday and Sunday 26th and 27th July
2.00pm Saturday and Sunday 2nd and 3rd August

All events held in the Contemporary Urban Centre, 41-51 Greenland Street, Liverpool L1 0BS
Telephone: 01704569444 for full details
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The Irish are famed for their love of poetry and music. These gifts they brought with them when they emigrated to Liverpool over the centuries and
especially in the late 1800’s.The language of Ireland combined with the local version of English helped form the Liverpool dialect that became
known as Scouse, now synonymous with the city.
Fís 2008, through a series of talks and bilingual films, explores these Irish connections with Liverpool ’s modern evolution to become European
Capital of Culture. Plus FÍS 2008 also introduces that often forgotten aspect of contemporary Irish culture, its Visual Artists. FÍS 2008 therefore
contributes to and helps broaden the wider exhibition of contemporary art works being staged in Liverpool during the city’s 2008 celebrations,
by bringing together an array of works from Ireland . There is no identikit for finding a style in this, rather an exploration of the diversity to which
these artists are contributing. The idea of bringing artists together in this way usually implies the mechanically tooled style of a multinational art,
but the common factor in Fís 2008 is the Irish culture from which these artists have drawn in some way.
It is indeed an honour and privilege that Liverpool, European Capital of Culture has been the catalyst for this cultural event, which is having its
inaugural event here in Liverpool.

Phil Redmond
Creative Director
Liverpool Culture Company

Ceiliúradh ar an Ghaeilge agus ar an chultúr ghaelach atá i gceist le Fís 2008. Is i Learpholl, Cathair Chultúir na hEorpa a bheidh sé ar siúl ó 24 Iúil
go 7 Meán Fómhair 2008. Is sa Contemporary Urban Centre a bheidh na himeachtaí ar siúl, áit nua den dhéantús is deireanaí sa Baltic Triangle.
I measc na n-imeachtaí éagsúla, beidh taispeántas d’ealaín chomhaimseartha na hÉireann, sraith chainteanna ar ról na nÉireannach i stair Learpholl
agus cláir fhaisnéise Gaeilge.
Tá na cainteanna á n-eagrú le cuidiú ó Institiúid an Staidéir Éireannaigh in Ollscoil Learpholl, agus ón Ionad um Staidéar Imirce i nDaonpháirc UladhMheiriceá i gContae Thír Eoghain. I measc théamaí na gcainteanna tá tionchar imirce na nÉireannach ar theanga agus ar chultúr Learpholl, an dóigh
ar imir cúrsaí polaitiúla in Éirinn i ndiaidh an Chéad Chogaidh Dhomhanda tionchar ar chathair Learpholl, agus an imirce mhór a tharla ceithre chéad
bliain ó shin ó iarthuaisceart Shasana go hÉirinn mar chuid den Phlandáil.
Beidh an Ghaeilge mar chuid lárnach den tionscadal seo. Is go dátheangach a dhéanfar é a sheoladh agus beidh cláir fhaisnéise Gaeilge le taispeáint
thar dhá dheireadh seachtaine. Tá Fís 2008 maoinithe ag Foras na Gaeilge le tacaíocht ó Reel Ireland (IFI) agus Cultúr Éireann.
Beidh an taispeántas físealaíne ar siúl ar feadh sé seachtaine. Saothar le healaíontóirí as Éirinn, thuaidh agus theas, a bheidh feiceáil ann, ina measc
Elizabeth Cope, Fiona Ní Mhaoilir, Geraldine O'Neill, Pauline O'Connell, Anna Marie Quinn, Mary Fitzpatrick, Martin Campbell, Eamon Colman (ball
d’Aosdána),Derek Culley, David Quinn, Raymond Watson, Rodney Dickson agus roinnt ealaíontóirí Éireannacha atá lonnaithe i Learpholl agus thar learr.
Is deis iontach é seo ceiliúradh a dhéanamh ar na ceangail idir Éirinn agus Learpholl, go háirithe i mbliana agus Learpholl mar Chathair Chultúir na
hEorpa, agus na sluaite móra cuairteoirí ag tarraingt ar an áit.

Derek Hannon
Oifigeach do Chúrsaí Cultúrtha

Fís 2008 is a celebration of the Irish language and culture to be staged from July 24th through to September 7th 2008 during Liverpool 's European Capital
of Culture year and will take place in the new Contemporary Urban Centre – a new state of the art venue in The Baltic Triangle.
It will involve an exhibition of contemporary Irish art, a series of talks on the role of the Irish people in Liverpool, and the showing of a series of films and
documentaries.
The talks have been organised with the assistance of the Institute of Irish Studies at the University of Liverpool and the Centre for Migration Studies at The
Ulster American Folk Park in Co Tyrone. The talks will deal with the influence of Irish immigration on the language and culture of Liverpool; how the political
upheavals in Ireland after WW1 had an impact on the city of Liverpool; and the large migration from North West England to Ireland four hundred years
ago as part of the Plantation .
The Irish language is central to this project. The launch of Fís 2008 will be a bi-lingual event and the films and documentaries featured have been
produced in Irish with subtitles in English. FÍS 2008 is financed by Foras na Gaeilge with support from Novas Scarman CUC, Reel Ireland-(IFI) and Culture
Ireland.
The visual arts exhibition will run for six weeks. Irish artists from both north and south of Ireland will include Elizabeth Cope, Fiona Ní Mhaoilir, Geraldine
O'Neill, Pauline O'Connell, Anna Marie Quinn, Mary Fitzpatrick, Martin Campbell, Eamon Colman (Aosdána), Derek Culley, David Quinn, Raymond
Watson, Rodney Dickson as well as several Irish artists based in Merseyside and abroad.
This is a great opportunity to celebrate the shared history between Ireland and Liverpool at a time when Liverpool will see its biggest influx of visitors for
its European Capital of Culture Year.

Derek Hannon
Cultural Officer

For more than ten years the Irish Film Institute, IFI, has assisted in the international exhibition of Irish cinema. Drawing on
the collections of the Irish Film Archive, cultural exhibitors around the world have enjoyed access to current and classic Irish titles.
The Reel Ireland programme, administered by the IFI and generously supported by Culture Ireland, has evolved from this area of activity.
Reel Ireland is a regularly up-dated programme of classic archive titles, new Irish feature films, documentaries and shorts. The programme is presented
to cultural exhibitors with supporting material such as; reviews, images and promotional material. Reel Ireland can assist with a range of exhibition
and festival activity – from rights clearance to providing support for festival guests.
For more information please visit our website www.reelireland.ie or contact:
Aoife Coughlan, Reel Ireland Co-ordinator on
+ 353 1 679 5744
or acoughlan@irishfilm.ie

Léachtaí agus Cláir Fhaisnéise Gaeilge

Lectures and Films

Dé Sathairn 26ú Iúil, 2.00in

Saturday 26th July, 2.00pm

Troubled Times: The IRA in Liverpool 1919-22
Dr. Ian McKeane of The Institute of Irish Studies, University of Liverpool tells the story of how the Irish War of
Independence came to the city of Liverpool. Many young Liverpool Irishmen joined the British Army in the
Great War but in 1920 and 1921 Ireland's Troubles resonated in Liverpool where gun-running and other
activities were undertaken. This talk will be followed by the showing of ‘Fleá Ceoil’.

Fleá Ceoil
STIÚRTHÓIR Louis Marcus
Éire /1967 / Gaeilge / 22 nóiméad / Dubh agus Bán
Bhí an chéad fhéile náisiúnta de cheoil traidisiúnta na hÉireann sa Mhuileann gCearr, Contae na hIarmhí i
1951. Ag an chéad cruinniú tionscnaimh a bhí ag Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann i Meán Fómhair na bliana
1951, socraíodh go mbunófaí féile náisiúnta agus gur Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann an t-ainm a bheadh air.
Déanta i 1967 ag Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann i gCill Rois, Co An Chláir, tugann an clár iontach seo léargas
dúinn ar saibhreas an traidisiúin cheoil in Éireann. Bhí an clár coimisiúnaithe ag Gael Linn. Bhain sé duais
an Silver Bear ag Féile Scannán Bheirlín agus duaiseanna sa Rúis, agus sa Spáinn chomh maith.

Fleá Ceoil
DIRECTOR Louis Marcus

Ireland /1967 / Irish / 22 minutes / Black and White
Made in the town of Kilrush in County Clare , Fleá Ceoil captures the resurgence of interest in traditional Irish
music in the 1960s when Irish folk singers like Dolly McMahon, who appears in the film, were seen as part
of world-wide boom in folk music. Beautifully filmed by Bob Monks, Fleá Ceoil is remarkable in its close
attention to the small details that distinguish this vibrant musical community. The film was directed by Corkborn Louis Marcus, one of Ireland’s most important and prolific documentary directors. It won a Silver Bear
at the Berlin Film Festival and other prestigious awards in Russia, Spain and Belgium.

Dé Domhnaigh 27ú Iúil, 2.00in

Sunday 27th July, 2.00pm

Paddywhacked: The origin and development of 'Scouse' in the nineteenth century
Mary Clinton of the University of Liverpool will speak on the role played by the Irish in the evolution of Scouse – the dialect
made famous by the Beatles and a host of musicians and entertainers. Many countries have influenced the language and
culture of this port city. This talk will outline the evolution of one of the world’s most recognised dialects. Mary’s talk will be
followed by the documentary ‘Idir Dhá Shaol’.

Idir Dhá Shaol
STIÚRTHÓIR John Mallon 2005 / 26 nóiméad / Gaeilge le fotheidil
Tabharfaidh Idir Dhá Shaol aghaidh ar an dá thaobh de scéal na himirce trí shúile Willie Breathnach, fear ó Chonamara a
fuair amach nach bhfíortar i gcónaí brionglóid an imirceora.
Fuair sé post agus phós sé – ach ba ghearr go bhfuair an t-ól greim air, go ndeachaigh an saol
ina aghaidh agus gur ar na sráideanna a bhí sé ag maireachtáil. Ach tháinig an Cricklewood Homeless Concern i dtarrtháil
air agus chabhraigh leis cúl a thabhairt don bhraon- agus is ag cabhrú le daoine eile a thugann sé a chuid ama anois. (An
Clár Faisnéise is Fearr, Fleadh Scannán na Gaillimhe 2005 agus Buaiteoir Duais, Féile IFI Stranger than Fiction, 2005 ).
Léiritheoir David d'Arcy, Stiúrthóir John Mallon

Idir Dhá Shaol
DIRECTOR John Mallon 2005 / 26 MINUTES / Irish with English subtitles
John Mallon’s short Irish language documentary about homelessness in London, Idir Dhá Shaol, (Between Two Lives) tells the
simple, painful and heart-rending story of Connemara man, Willie Walsh, who emigrated to London in the 1960s.
Winner Irish Short Documentary Film Galway Film Fleadh Winner Festival Award IFI Stranger than Fiction Festival 2005.

Dé Sathairn 2ú Lúnasa, 2.00in

Saturday 2nd August,, 2.00pm

‘Nead an Dreolín’ (The Wren’s Nest) and ‘In the Days of Saint Patrick’ will be shown back to back beginning at 2pm.

Nead an Dreoilín
6 x 4 nóiméad agus 1 x 26 nóiméad / 2008 / Gaeilge le fotheidil
Léirítear dánta ó fhilí na Gaeilge ar bhealach cumhachtach agus mothaíoch. I measc na ndánta a bheidh á léiriú beidh:
‘Athair’ le Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, ‘Eanáir 1991’ le Biddy Jenkinson, ‘Ar Eití’ le Gearóid Mac Lochlainn, ‘Croíbhualadh’ le
Louis de Paor, ‘Oíche Nollag’ le Máire Mhac an tSaoi agus ‘Uchtógaí’ le Mícheál Ó Cuaig. Chuaigh an chláir seo amach
ar dtús ar TG4 i Mí Aibreann 2008.
Léiritheoir/Stiúrthóir James Kelly. Feenish Productions do TG4. Le tacaíocht ón Chomhairle Ealaíon, Bord na Leabhar
Gaeilge & Sound and Vision)
www.feenish.com/ourwork/neadandreoilin/details

The Wren’s Nest
6 x 4 mins and 1 x 26 mins / 2008 / Irish with English subtitles
Created to be viewed either as individual films or as one continuous piece, Nead an Dreoilín is an unique and beautifully
crafted collection of short films exploring the poetry of six living Irish language poets. A fresh and innovative piece of
work, these films present poetry to the viewer in a way that is at once powerful and poignant.
The poems, read by the poets themselves, are ‘Athair’ by Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill; ‘Eanáir 1991’ by Biddy Jenkinson; Ar Eití
by Gearóid Mac Lochlainn; ‘Croíbhualadh’ by Louis de Paor; ‘Oíche Nollag’ by Máire Mhac an tSaoi and Uchtógaí by
Micheál Ó Cuaig
Director / Producer: James Kelly. Feenish Productions for TG4 (Supported by An Chomhairle Ealaíon, Bord na Leabhar
Gaeilge & Sound and Vision)
www.feenish.com/ourwork/neadandreoilin/details

Dé Sathairn 2ú Lúnasa, 2.00in

Saturday 2nd August, 2.00pm

Laetha Naomh Pádraig
Bunaithe sa 5ú haois, tá an scannán áirithe seo ar cheann de na chéad ghnéchláir a rinneadh
in Éirinn ariamh. Is éard atá i gceist anseo ná léiriú ar scéal Phádraig agus é mar bhuachaill
is mar mhíorúilteoir nuair a fuadaíodh é ag Gaeil fadó. Turas staire is ea é a mbíonn draoithe,
díthreabhaigh, ard-rithe is banríonacha le feiceáil ann ar fad. Rinneadh an scannán seo a
chur in eagar i 1920 ag an stiúrthóir/léiritheoir Norman Whitten. Cumadh píosa ceoil
speisialta chun dhul leis an scannán. Mar sin fein, beidh ceol na cláirsí ón chruitire Cormac
de Barra á sheinm beo leis.
Rinneadh cuid d’intí an scannáin in oifigí an chomhlachta The General Film Supply ar Shráid
Brunswick (Sráid an Phiarsaigh anois) i mBaile Átha Cliath. Bhí an chuid eile de na hintí is de
na seiteanna lasmuigh déanta taobh amuigh i gCill Easra agus in áiteanna eile i dtuaisceart
Chontae Bhaile Átha Cliath ag baint úsáide as solas an lae le haghaidh soilsithe.
(Fad 30 nóiméad)

In The Days of St Patrick
Set in the 5th Century AD, this film is one of the first features ever made in Ireland. It tells the
story of Patrick as a boy who worked miracles and his subsequent kidnapping by Irish captors.
It takes us on a journey featuring druids, hermits and high kings and queens. This film was made
in 1920 by producer and director Norman Whitten and our showing will be accompanied by
harpist Cormac de Barra playing music especially composed for the film.
Some interiors were shot in the offices of the General Film Supply Co, Brunswick Street (now
Pearse Street), Dublin, while exteriors and other ‘interiors’ were shot on sets in the open air,
using daylight for illumination, in the Killester and other areas of north County Dublin.
(Length approx 30 minutes)

Dé Domhnaigh 3ú Lúnasa, 2.00in

Sunday 3rd August, 2.00pm

Across Five Centuries: Migration between Ireland and north west England from the 1500s
Paddy Fitzgerald of The Centre For Migration Studies at The Ulster American Folk Park will explore the evolution of Liverpool as a key emigrant port for the
Irish and cast a light on Protestant migration from Ulster to Liverpool & the NW from the 1790s. His talk will also look back to a time when Liverpool,
Merseyside and the north west of England were significant in sending migrants to Ireland. This talk will be followed by the showing of ‘Kings’.

Kings
STIÚRTHÓIR Tom Collins
2007/ Gaeilge le fotheidil / 87 nóiméad
Leanann an scéal grúpa inimirceach Éireannach a fhágann iarthar na hÉireann le linn na seachtóidí le dul go Londain agus iad lán d’uaillmhian le haghaidh
saoil níos fearr in áit ar féidir leo a bheith mar ríthe. Buaileann siad le chéile i ndiaidh 30 bliain. Tá an scannán bunaithe ar dhráma cáiliúil Jimmy Murphy,
The Kings of Kilburn High Road. Tom Collins a stiúraigh an scannán do na comhlacht léiriúcháin Newgrange/DeFacto Films agus tá cliar chumasach aisteoirí
páirteach ann; Colm Meaney, Dónal O'Kelly, Brendan Conroy, Donncha Crowley, Barry Barnes, Seán Ó Tarpaigh agus Peadar Ó Treasaigh. Thug an
scannán seo duaiseanna go leor cheana féin, ina measc, chúig Ghradam ag IFTA 2008 níos túisce i mbliana.

Kings
DIRECTOR Tom Collins

2007 / Irish with English subtitles / 87 mins
The story follows a group of Irish immigrants who leave the west of Ireland in the 70s, bound for London. Filled with ambition for a better life in a place
where they could be kings, thirty years later their expectations have been crushed and replaced with a sense of hopeless disaffection. Only one, Jackie Flaherty,
makes it home - but does so in a coffin. Jackie’s five friends reunite at his wake where they are forced to face up to the reality of their alienation as long term
emigrants who have no longer have any real place to call home. Tom Collins’s long awaited, tender film speaks directly to the dispossessed and
disenfranchised who fill our city streets, to those with nowhere they feel they can really call home and shows us that what we can call home is always much
closer than we think. This film contains some strong language.

The here and now
Grammer provides painting with it’s concordanances, dialectics it’s consequences, rhetoric it’s persuasiveness, poetry it’s inventiveness, public speaking
it’s energy, arithmetic it’s numbers, music it’s consonances, symetry it’s measures, architecture it’s proportions, sculpture it’s forms, perspective and optics
it’s enlargments and reductions, and finally astronomy and astrology it’s signs for recognizing the constellations; who, then, can doubt that as the sum
of all arts, it is the principal art, which encompasses all the others?
When I was invited to exhibit and advise on the selection of the Irish componant of this exhibition I thought of the rather grand statement by
Calderon De La Barca and what this meant in the context of modern visual art. Art is in flux, painting is dead – these statements have always been
in the critical rhetoric since De La Barca wrote his thesis. But visual art has survived not perhaps as the sole principal art form but as an expression
that is informed by others. After the victory of representation over what was represented, painting and visual art has swallowed the object and went
on to display itself alone. This phenomenon happened world wide, the healthy truth of
“ I am here” took out a subscription to shock.
In the past few years Irish art has undergone a rennaissance confident enough to create an
individual response to the world around it. Art in Ireland has become an expression of self.
In the selecting of this show works have been included that provide a wide contour of
Irish art practice to include painting, photography and installation.

Art that I feel is not afraid of that healthy truth
and art that is of the “here and now”.

Taispeántas

Exhibition
Eamon Colman is an artist and member of Aosdáána.

Anna Marie Quinn
Anna Marie was born in Belfast in 1966. At 21 she fell in love with Liverpool and has been based in and around this area for the last 21 years.
Whilst studying for her B A in Fine Art at Liverpool’s John Moore’s University she has been invited to exhibit in many galleries and has enjoyed
working collaboratively with many artists from all over the world. Her interest in the community and her own history has led Anna to create
installations that put the viewer in a position of what if this happened to me?

The Installation: “15 minutes”
“15 minutes” is based on an installation of 69 blankets and many items of personal belongings. This is based on my own experiences of being made
homeless for the first time in 1969 during the troubles in Northern Ireland. After asking 200 people from around the world, the question “IF YOU WERE
GIVEN A SMALL SHOPPING TROLLEY AND TOLD YOU HAD “15 minutes” TO ENTER YOUR HOME AND SAVE WHAT WAS MOST PRECIOUS TO YOU
WITH THE THOUGHT OF NEVER SEEING ANYTHING ELSE THAT YOU OWNED, AGAIN,WHAT AND WHY WOULD YOU SAVE THAT WHICH YOU
THOUGHT WAS MOST PRECIOUS.” The placement of items and a random representation of individuals engaged in the process are vital to the staging
of this installation. A selection of these items is displayed upon some of the blankets that have been rolled up and placed as if temporary beds.
“1
15 minutes” explores the juxtaposition of belongings from people who normally would not even speak to each other and who are now metaphorically
sharing a small space and even sleeping alongside each other within this installation. Imagine!

David Quinn
David Quinn was born in Dublin in 1971 where he continues to live and work. His work is featured in many private and corporate collections
both at home and abroad. His work is inspired by the colours, texture and atmosphere of the inner city where his studio is based. His work
represents a kind of visual diary where influences, impressions are absorbed, distilled and integrated, and ideas are worked out.
The works on paper which David will be exhibiting as part of Fís 2008 see a return to a larger scale”

Geraldine O’Neill
Geraldine O’Neill studied at the National College of Art and Design as an undergraduate and more recently for a Masters of Fine Art. Over the
past decade Geraldine O’Neill has become known for her highly charged and densely crowded still lifes which comment on a culture of excess
and runaway consumerism without being severely moralistic about it. Of late, her images have become more pared down with her stilled birds
series. She has shown widely in Ireland and abroad. Recent and upcoming solo and group exhibitions include Stilled Life Draíocht Arts Centre
2008, Boyle Arts Festival 2008, Slí na Firinne Dunamaise Arts Centre and Kevin Kavanagh Gallery 2006, BP Portrait Awards National Portrait
Gallery London 2006, Reality Bites Siamsa Tíre Tralee 2006, Seeing is Believing Kevin Kavanagh Gallery 2005 and Contemporary Art from
Ireland European Central Bank Frankfurt 2005. In 2006 she was awarded a substantial Arts Council bursary.
Geraldine O’Neill lives and works in Dublin and is represented by the Kevin Kavanagh Gallery.

Painting the stilled songbirds produces evidence that they once existed, existed in a world that never noticed their arrival and does not feel diminished
by their individual demise. Their look will remain; both their image and their closed eye gaze. Nature is not pleasant and dreamy. Nature as it really
exists is cruel. In this context, the fact that beauty can be encountered is breathtaking. Even within death and despite nature these birds are beautiful.
Beauty does not have to be an exception but it could be a basis for some sort of internal order enclosed within. My paintings of birds are not imitating
nature but proposing an alternative world. They are a figurative representation where symbolism and more general cultural images are interwoven
together allegorically. Some of these visual cues are obvious and others remain quietly oblique as inconsequential presences in a conceptual
background.

Derek Culley
My approach to painting is my approach to painting. I seek spontaneity in my work that is reflective of my moods, my emotions, and my response
to all that is beyond me and within me. My use of materials over the years seems to bear a pattern. For sad heavy works I have a preference for
oils whilst for the more immediate works, I use Acrylic. I believe an essential aspect of my work is composition and my adherence to a commitment
to structure. Colour plays an essential feature in my work. For me colour is as inherent a feature in my work as is composition. I rarely have a title
for a work prior to execution as 90% of the time my work is a subconscious reaction which finds a title on completion. My reaction to a completed
work is the title.....the journey’s end for that particular work (or the beginning of the journey!)

Eamon Colman
Eamon Colman was born in 1957 in Dublin. He is one of Ireland’s foremost abstract painters. A member of Aosdana, he has won many awards
including a one year travel award by The Calcutta Artists Union in 1989. Eamon was the first Irish artist to win a Full Fellowship to The Vermont Studio
Center 2002 and is a Fellow of The Ballinglen Arts Foundation and was awarded a CCAT Interreg Major Award to tour an extensive exhibition in
Wales in 2005. He won first prize in painting in EV+A 1989 and first prize in painting Eigse 2001. Colman was Chairman of the Artists’ Association
of Ireland 1993 – 1995 and President of the European Council of Artists’ 1995 – 2000.
Since 1980 Eamon has had 27 solo exhibitions in Ireland and abroad including a mid term retrospective at The R.H.A. Gallagher Gallery 1997,
Palais de Congres – Lorient 1998, Frederickshaven – Denmark 1999, The Oriel Queens Hall Gallery - Wales 2005. In 2008 he is exhibiting at The
Cecil R. Hunt Museum, Webster University St. Louis, USA. He is represented by Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin.
His work is in the collection of AIB, Bank Of Ireland, Irish Life, EPA, King House Museum, Fyffes Ireland, American Express, Delta Airlines, Citibank,
KPMG, OPW, The Gordon Lambert Collection – IMMA, Smurfitt Ireland Group, The Arts Council, The Royal Victoria Hospital also in numerous
corporate and private collections. More viewing of his work is available at Eamon Colman, Artist Profile - Gandon Editions no. 25 and at
www.eamoncolman.com
“As a painter. Eamon Colman is unmistakably a colourist. Not only because colour, often strong, bright colour – is a major constituent in terms of
the formal pictorial construction of his compositions, but also because he expects the qualities inherent in colour to do a substantial part of the
emotional work he sees as integral to the painting process.”
Aidan Dunne - Arts Critic The Irish Times

Title: The Blind Weir
Medium: Oil on linen, 2008
Dimensions: 210 cm x 150 cm

Elizabeth Cope
I like art that irritates, not in the sense of annoyance, but like the grain of sand which upsets the oyster to make the pearl. If it does that it has begun
a process drawing me into an emotional arena, translated into an emotional response. I must be prepared to expose myself, and not in a therapeutic
way. There must be a connection between me and the viewer.
My work is decorative at times, but this is only to put the viewer at ease. Art should hurt, touch something a bit raw. I like work to happen when I
am not thinking, deliberating about the end product. If I can achieve this state of spontaneity, it is like being in a state of grace. I have made it and
I have not made it, it happened. I must always return to the emotional base, and I try not to be afraid of exposure.

Mary Fitzpatrick
Mary Fitzpatrick is a contemporary Fine Artist who works with photography, video and painting. She has worked in Belfast and The Middle East
and has exhibited in Ireland, England and throughout Europe. She took part in the Chobi Mela International Photography Festival in Dhaka in 2007
and was recently shortlisted for the Liverpool Art Prize in 2008. Her projects have focused on the Peace Process in Ireland and the aftermath of the
First Gulf War on the island of Failaka in the Arabian Sea.
The themes of conflict, destruction and memory run throughout Mary’s main bodies of work. The issues of personal memory and public history are
central throughout.
For Fís 2008, Mary will be showing work from a recent ongoing project in Ramallah in the West Bank showing the traces of ongoing conflict and
struggle for autonomy held within the earth and remnants left behind.

Fiona Ní Mhaoilir
Fiona studied Fine Art in Dublin, Cork and Belfast, producing a thesis on social /political art in Ireland since 1985. Currently working on a PhD at
the University of Ulster (Belfast), Fiona has received numerous awards to progress her practice. In addition to her practice she has been a visiting
artist at a variety of institutions, facilitated and co ordinated arts projects at home and abroad. A former director of Catalyst Arts, Fiona has exhibited
her work nationally and internationally. Recent commissions include North and West Belfast Health and Social Services Trust. As well as being a
practising artist she has facilitated and co-ordinated many arts projects and community workshops nationally and internationally. In 2006
she received an award from Culture Ireland to research a ‘Playgrounds’ video project in Minnesota and was also invited by The Women’s Art
Institute to sit on a panel and make a presentation on ‘Art out of conflict’ at Minneapolis College of Art and Design. In addition to her art practice
and teaching experience she has been involved in television production since 2002.

Title: Territory
Medium: Drawing from the Imram series
Dimensions: 140 cm x 120 cm

Martin Campbell
Martin Campbell is a landscape artist and documentary-maker from Newry, Co. Down where he lives and works. His paintings have been exhibited
in venues across Belfast including the BBC, The Elmwood Gallery, The Charles Gilmore Gallery and across Ireland. In August 2007 he was invited
to exhibit at the Irish Consulate in Edinburgh as part of the Edinburgh Festival. He works mainly with watercolour, but uses Chinese ink in some of
his paintings.
For Martin, landscape painting is about history and personal memory and most of his recent work deals with the immediate vicinity of the house
where he grew up. With elements of both the urban and rural, this landscape may never have been depicted before outside of childrens’ sketches. As
an Irish speaker, the Irish language has a strong influence on his work and as a documentary maker he has made several programmes for the Irish
language television station TG4.
For Fís 2008, this artist’s paintings deal with themes that are very much at the heart of this event including emigration, language and the effect of
the landscape on peoples’ lives. Some of the landscapes depicted are also closely tied into his own life and childhood. One of the paintings ‘The
Cosmos: Chequer Hill’, depicts an area beside where he grew up in Newry. Chequer Hill overlooks much of the town including the district of
Ballybot. This district takes its name from the old Irish, An Baile Bocht or ‘poor town’. From here in the mid 1800s many people left and sailed from
the nearby port to Liverpool in the hope of escaping poverty, unjust laws and famine.

Pauline O’Connell
Pauline O’Connell incorporates many different media in her work resulting with many projects both permanent and temporary in nature including
many public art commissions within Ireland and in Europe and South Africa. Her approach to ideas is heavily research based through drawings
and through a photographic process. Each research level has prompted another. She assembles her research through installation on the floor or
wall hung so as to view it, access it and contemplate a further level, then photographs it again. Her themes result from the locale and convey a
fragility, weakness and emptiness quality, both eerie and beautifully fragile.
Born in Dublin in 1971, she studied Fine Art – mixed media and photography at DLIADT. She has exhibited widely in “AART” at The Irish Museum
of Modern Art – Dublin 1994 (invited), EV&A Limerick City Gallery of Art 1995 (selected by Maria De Coral) , “Sculpture At Kells”, Kilkenny 1999
(invited) “Delicate Tissue” at M.Y. Art Prospects - New York 2000 (invited), “Salon 2001” Ecole Des Beaux Arts, Paris (invited), “Voice” Linenhall
Arts Centre, Co. Mayo 2003 (invited), “Crawford 5” Crawford Municipal Art Gallery, Cork 2005 (selected by Iwona Blazwitch) amongst many
others.
O’ Connell’s many Public Art works include “The White Quadrangle” UCC Cork (Collaborative art consultant with Half Angel – Cork 2005 Capital
of Culture) “The Plain Of Silver Wood” Co. Kilkenny 2002, “Regeration” Knoxspark, Co. Sligo 2000. “The Orchard” Waterford city 1999. She
lives and works in Co. Kilkenny, Ireland.

Title: Meat Stall
Medium: Lamba Print, 2006
Dimensions: 122 cm x 81 cm

Raymond Watson
Raymond Watson is a Belfast based artist who works and exhibits across Ireland and internationally. As an artist with direct experience of conflict
his art often explores issues of human and civil rights and conflict resolution. Raymond’s work is contained in a number of significant international
collections and among many of the international events he has attended he represented Ireland on two occasions at the International Gathering of
Artists for Peace, Gernika, the Basque Country, Spain.
Raymond creates public artwork, gallery based work and installations - the latter are often site specific. The artist will work with any material
required to visualize the themes that he wants to explore. For example in Valencia, Spain, he created an installation with thousands of oranges and
in Calcutta, India, he used mud, bamboo and rice straw to make a large installation inspired by the Hindu religious festivals and the poverty
witnessed on the streets of Calcutta.
Raymond’s work for the Fís 2008 exhibition explores issues of barriers and how people can become imprisoned by many social circumstances. In
this exhibition he achieves this by employing influences from his recent 4 month arts residency in Calcutta, India, and mixing them with imagery
from the now derelict site of the Maze Prison, (where political prisoners were held) in the north of Ireland.

Rodney Dickson
Born in 1956 in Northern Ireland, Rodney grew up during the troubled years of civil disorder that engulfed that country. Having drawn and painted
since a child, he reacted to his early experience by considering the futility and hypocrisy of war through art. He studied art in Liverpool Polytechnic
from 1979 - 83 and returned to live there in 1989 until moving to New York in 1997. As time went by he developed an interest in Vietnam and
Cambodia where he researched extensively and completed a number of art projects since 1992. Since 2000 he has been working for periods each
year in Asia, especially Vietnam and also in Japan, Korea and Cambodia. Most recent exhibitions have included Counterpoint, Coreana Museum,
Seoul, South Korea, curated by Yu Yeon Kim (2007), Art Basel Miami Beach, Art Positions (2007), Gasser & Grunert Gallery, New York (2008).

Bar Girls from Queen Bee Snake Bar & Tea Room by Rodney Dickson.
A live interactive environment at Scope International Art Fair,
East Hampton, New York, 2006.

Ní gá dul amú a thuilleadh. Tá bealach glan romhat.
Pé eolas atá uait faoin nGaeilge agus a mbaineann léi,
éascóidh www.gaeilge.ie do thuras.
Féach go speisialta inneall fógraíochta NASC, áit gur
féidir leat:
• cúrsa/ imeacht a fhógairt nó a iarraidh,
• do shainspéis a chlárú (chun nod a fháil nuair a
bhíonn eolas nua faoi ar an suíomh), nó
• a bhfuil ar fáil i do cheantar féin a chuartú.
Tabhair cuairt agus glac páirt sa Chíbear-ghaeltacht inniu!
No roundabouts here. Let the information superhighway
take you where you want to go with the Irish language.
Just log on to www.gaeilge.ie for
the quickest route to the information you need.
Check out the NASC classified ads where you can:
• post an ad to request or advertise a course/ event,
• register your area of interest to get alerts when
new info is posted, or
• search for what’s available in your neighbourhood.
And much more.
It’s never been easier to connect with the Cyber-gaeltacht!

do nasc leis an teanga²

your link to the language

T: 1850 325 325/0845 309 8142 (T.É.)
R: eolas@forasnagaeilge.ie
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